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During 1986t the Nudea Regulatory Commission
(NRC) asked this office to review perodfcal TVAs$
Concerns Resoution program. This report summarim
the results of our review at each of TVA's nuclear sites
and the TVA nuclear offices InChattanooga.
We reviewed program files and Ieviewed pMgm
officials from TV's Concerns Reolution Staff (CRS)
and from the TVA contractors' Employe Coen
Programs (ECP). We also interviewed 15 percent of the
TVA employees and conuacto located at TVA nuclear

sites or assigned to TVA nuclear Chattanooga offices.

Qe was also given an anonymous
Each Intýe
feedback form and encouraged to add any addtional
information they wanted about TVA nuclear safety and
q/ality issues or about the survey Process.
We completed our field work In July and our brefing of
TVA site managers during August 1994.

RESULTS
OVERVIEW

Personnel at every site ove(whelmngly felt free to rais
nuclear safety concerns to their manage me! . We also

found the overwhelming maorty of CRS and ECP fle
were handled effectively, and that moot employemiand
contractors know about and would use the CRS or ECP
if the need arose. We believe Ot evidence, t

collective•y, indicates the Program is operain
effectively. However, after comptin our fidwor a
program weakness was found at Watts Bar NuclMr
Plant regarding the exit interview process. While we did
intrvisew
not perform comprhnsiv tetn Ofe exNI
process, the 00Invsigtv operations Is curretl
reviewing the specific circumstances. TVA nucear
management is currently taking actions to resolve this
weakness.

The

anonymous

survey

responses

Indicated

overwhelmingly that the interviewees were comfortale
with the interview process, understood their Intrvlews
were confidential, and felt free to discuss the Issues that

were the focus of this review.
Additionelly, survey participants gave us five technical

queries relative to plant safety which we passed on to
the CRS and two Issues which we pased to Office of
the Inspector General Investigations.
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THE.PROGRAM
FILES

CR8-Sld oan Ohe

follows 11
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e floeg, th CMS
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Nt-ve-o pogram dw

We reviewed 76

TVA employee fils that were dosed during 1993 and
34 pending fes.
In general, CRS met Its program objectives. Based on
the evidence in the files, the CRS follows Its own
program directives, sponsors a program to receive and
Investigate nuclear safety and quality Issues In

confidence, coordinates with

nament to get

technlcal Issues resolved, and responds to the
concerned individuals about investigation outcomes and
corrective actions.

We did, however, identify a few areas for improvement.
These areas include the following.
1. We found two files that should have been closed

sooner than they were.
2. We found one file where CRS should have more
aggressively sought assistance from a source that
was more independent of the affected plant's
management.
3. We found one file where the concerned Individual
was displeased with CRS for going to the individual's

managemen to resolve a manaImenpeuonne
concern.
CORMRCTOR-ased on ne evdene InS les
In our
the ECP ollows Its -n pmogrm dMOW&lve.
the
for
review of the contractors' ECP files, we looked
same kinds of evidence we looked for In the CRS files.
We reviewed 82 files closed during 1993 and 13 files
that were pending.
In general, the ECP met their objec#ves. Based on the
evidence in the files, the program managers follow their
own program directives, sponsor avenues to receive
and investigate nuclear safety and quality Issues In
confidence, coordinate with management to get
technical Issues resolved, and respond to the concerned
Individuals about investigation outcomes and corrective
actions.
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We did, however, Identify some areasfor improvement.
These areas include the following.

1. We Identified topics In several files that were
possibly beyond the scope of the ECP and did not
involve safety-related issues.
2. Some ECP managers have additional titles and
responsibilities. (Each was an ECP manager.for a
contractor's program with a head count less than 300
people.) Some of the additional reeponsibllitles
include quality control, quality assurance, human
resources, and project management for their

company. Such managers may make or participate
in decisions affecting hiring, firing, payroll, and
performance reviews. When the ECP manager has
such significant personnel or management
authorities, some contractor employees may be
inhibited from raising safety concerns. Similarly,
when the ECP manager is also responsible for
quality control, some contractor employees may fear
that nuclear safety questions could be perewved as
criticism of the quality control manager's work.

Because of such complications, extra care should be
taken to assure the necessary Independence
between roles is exhibited to the work force.
3. We found that one ECP program puts copies of
concerns In the ECP file and In one other

management file.

Sensitive Information about

concerns should be confined to ECP files only.

SURVEY RESULTS

We Interviewed 904 TVA employees and 856 TVA
contractors.

The overwhelming majority of emloyees
contractors elt free to report nude

Md

aety or

quality problems.
* 99 percent of the TVA employees and 99.6 percent
of the contractors would report a problem through
some avenue.
* 99 percent of the TVA employees and 99 percent of
the contractoro would report to their Immediate

supervisor, Ifneeded

Office of the Inspector General, Inspections
* 92 percent of the TVA employees would report to
their concerns program, if needed. Only 3.4 percent
cited a negative reason for their unwillingness to go
to CRS.
* 91 percent of the TVA contractors would report to
their concerns program, if needed. Only 4.7 percent
cited a negative reason as the basis for their
unwillingness to go to ECP. 96 percent of the
contractors would report to TVA's CRS, if needed.
The omployee's and the conractor's Immedate

supervisor was the most frequently mentioned
avenue for reporting concerns.
* 90 percent of the TVA employees and 91 percent of
the contractors would report a problem to their
immediate supervisor first. Only 0.2 percent of the
TVA employees and 1 percent of the contractors
would report to the NRC first.
* 95 percent of the TVA employees and 94 percent of
the contractors icluded their immediate supervisor
among their first three avenues for reporting a
problem.
* 307 TVA employees said they had reported nuclear
safety or quality problems to their supervisor. Of
these, 97 percent said they would do so again. Of
the 151 contractors who had reported problems to
their supervisor, 95 percent said they would do so
again.
The maorty of employees and contractors knew
about and had a general understanding of the
purpose of CRS and ECP.
* 98 percent of the TVA employees knew about CRS.
96 percent of the contractors knew about their ECP.
90 percent of the contractors also knew about TVA's
CRS.
* According to 40 percent of the TVA omployees, the
primary purpose of CRS is *an alternate path to
management, = while 17 percent said ift primary
purpose Is "dealing with nuclear safety Issues.*

?.~
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* According to 23 percent of the contractors, the
primary purpose of ECP Is "an alternate path to
management" while 31 percent said its primary:
purpose is 'dealing with nuclear safety issues."
The maorniy of omployees and contractors felt free
to raise InUmndatlon and herasasmet h m with
CRS or ECP.
* 85 percent of the TVA employees said they feel free
to report intimidation and harassment (I&H) issues to
CRS. Six percent cited a negative reason for their
unwillingness to report an I&H issue to CRS.
* 90 percent of the contractors said they feel free to
report I&H issues to ECP. Seven percent cited a
negative reason for their unwillingness to report such
issues to ECP.
The majority of employees and contractors believe
their sie Is resolving problems well.
* 86 percent of the WVA employees and 87 percent of
the contractors said they believe problems are being
resolved well at their site.

PROGRAM
STRENGTHS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
IMPROVEMENT

ChatnoogaBWefnt*

Nuclea

Plant

(SLN)-,

Strengths-The BLN employee and contractors, overall,
have a positive relationship with their supervisors.
Opportunities for Improvement at Chattanooqa-An
opportunity exists to find ways to Increase trust and
confidence among the relatively small percentage of
employees who do not feel free to report I&H Issues to
CRS for adverse reasons
Opportunities for Improvement at BLN--An opportunity
exists to ensure that files are closed In a more timely
manner.
Sequoyah Nuclhr Plant (SQN).-Strengths-.The
database SON CRS uses Is very useful for tracing and
recording Its various encounters. Also, the number of
pending files at SON is very low, which Is consistent

with an effort to resolve issues expeditiously. Additionally,
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the contractors at SON, overall, are very willing to report
a problem.
Opporfun'ties for Improvement-An opportunity exists to
ensure that the contractors'- ECP programs exhibit the

necessary independence from contractor management.

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN)-Strenglh-The files
WBN CRS compiles are well documented, orderly, and

complete, as is the correspondence within the files.
Opportunities for Improverner*-Opportunities exist
(1)for CRS to make certain that safety questions are
reviewed by someone with sufficient independence from
the affected plant management; (2) to ensure that the
contractors' ECP programs exhibit the necessary
independence from contractor management; and (3) to
find ways to increase trust and confidence among the
relatively small percentage of contractors who do not
feel free to report I&H issues to ECP for adverse
reasons.

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFt)-Strength-The
BFN employees are receptive to dealing with problems
through the chain of command.
Opportunlbm for Improvement-.Opportunitses exist to
ensure that the contractors' ECP programs exhibit the

necessary Independence from contractor met.
Additionally, opportuntlies exist to find ways to increM
trust and confidence among the relatively small
percentage of contractors who do not feel free to report
I&H Issues to ECP for adverse reasons.
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TVA EMPLOYEES
Do TVA employees feel free to raise nuclear safety
Issues to management.

NO

YES
99%

N - 904 Interviewees

TVA CONTRACTORS
Do TVA contractors feel free to rale nuclear safety
Issues to mant.
NO

1%

YES
99%

N a 85OInter,' ewees
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TVA EMPLOYEES
To whom would you report a concern?
First Choice

NRC
02%

NI Others
9.8% 1
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TVA CONTRACTORS
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To whom would you report a concern?
First Choice

NRC
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TVA EMPLOYEES

The majority of TVA emploee unlrstand CRWs role.

PUROE OF pROGRAM
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TVA CONTRACTORS
The majority oftTA onractors understand ECPs role.
PURPOSE OF PROGRAM
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NO OPINIONIBA8US
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TVA EMPLOYEES
Psrmcp61.n of CRS .ff,•-Mmum
NO OPIHOMBASIS
40%

F EFFECTIE
47%

NOT EFFECTIVE
N- 1327 Response

TVA CONTRACTORS
PercepUon of ECP .,-

ns-
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TVA EMPLOYEES
How wed p oblei aw beig reove.
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TVA EILOYEES
Woud WVA employemes reotconcerns via sonm avenue

NO

09%1

N m904 hntviewen

TVA CONTRACTORS
Would TVA contelors report cnoern viM som ernue.

NO
0.35%

YES
99.65%

N anSkev~.
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TVA EMPLOYEES
TVA

who know aboutCRS.

o

-No

YES

90%
N - 901 IntOWviewees

TVA CONTRACTORS
TVA Contrators who know about ECP/CRS.

NO
10%

NO
4%

YES
96%

YES
90%

ECP
N.641 ftiview

CRS
N a 853 Blitrvwe
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TVA EMPLOYEES/CONTRACTORS
TVA eeiployeWs/contractors who feel free to report
Intlmlon & Harassment Issues to CRS/ECP.

UN Employees

100%
85%

to CR.

U Contractoi's

to ECPI

90%

80%
60%
40%.

20%
6%
0% 4--

I

Those Who
Feel Free to
Report I&H

Employees = 878
Contractors = 831

7%

III

Those Who
Would Not
Report For a
Negative Reason

INCLOSUR
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Provided below are the contents and status of the developmental progrem
instituted for the VU quality control section supervisor and the
effectiveness of our corrective actions.
Through the use of Zndividual Development Plans (ZDPs), training plans
were developed for this individual.
The IDP is part of the overall
appraisal system. The IDPs for IT 1992, FT 1993. and to date, in
PY 1994 for this individual include the use of reading assignments,
audio tapes, and classroom courses. Reading assignments iacluded:
Getting to Yes" and "Guidelines on Leadership Diversity." Audio tape
assignments include "Getting to Yes,O "NanagLng Interpersonal
Relationships,' and "Executive Writing, Speaking and Listening Skills."
-Classroom courses included attending:
"Persuasion and Influencing
Skills." "Social Styles," "Effective Handling of Rmployee Concerns,"
"Total Quality Awareness," "Facilitation Skills," and "Customer Focus."
The training has concentrated on developing interpersonal and
communication skills.- Observations of satisfactory performance
improvements have been noted in performance appraisals.
Note specialized training in the areas of writing and speaking skills is
scheduled for the current appraisal period.
TVA considers the planned efforts have achieved satisfactory results.
The supervisor better understands methods for appropriately resolving
personnel problems and also has developed an improved Jnterpersonal
working relationship with employees.

